
Germany 13th August 2018

What I remember ! as I am writing this from 
Sardinia four months later and ready my 
notes, the ride into Germany was great threw 
woods and forests. Our first stop in Germany 

was a bike shop Velo, I needed a new bike stand as for some 
reason I keep breaking mine.  The owner was super helpful and 
Maria there straight away offered us a place to stay the night 
“brilliant “ so we stayed in her house and met her friend Eric 
we had a great time with them. In Germany we did some nights 
wild camping as again not that easy to find areas, we did stay on 
peoples land we just knock on the door and ask. So we stayed 
with a few family’s they welcomed us in. One guy just stopped 
us in the street and asked us to stay with his family so we 
pitched our tent up in their garden had pizza and went to the 
local wine festival with the. We did stay a night on what we 
thought was this farmers land but he had put us on the 
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churches land , so we were surprised when the pastor come 
down to ask what we were doing but he was great and showed 
us around the little church. Catholic Church Peterskapelle. We 
where trying to find somewhere to wild camp one night and 
Chris went to have a look up this track in a fruit field luckily 
when he got up there the owner was there picking fruit and let 
us stay the night under the apple trees, a great spot for the 
night no body bothered us.

RHINE RIVER 

We enjoyed cycling the Rhine great route and lots of castles. 
We stayed at a few campsites on the Rhine as there where a 
few beer and wine festivals going on. We did notice that the 
German campsite did not welcome English speaking clients we 
had a few rude encounters with the owners. But we enjoyed our 
cycling in Germany and the experience. Loreleyblick was my 
favourite camping and a lovely village St Goar along the Rhine 
River. Bacharach was another lovely small village with lots of 
history,  ( I love a good church and castle). 

You can see are route for Germany on our ‘ Track Us “ page 
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